EXECUTIVE RETREAT

A Two-day Journey to Leadership Mastery
timhebert.com | info@timhebert.com

From Accidental to Intentional Leadership
Master four steps to become an intentional leader through this two-day experiential, intimate
retreat. Join seven fellow leadership scholars—your classmates—as you embark on a journey to
leadership mastery.
Together, we will help you activate newfound levels of leadership potential, while strengthening
your relationship with Self.

“Becoming an intentional leader is not unlike playing on the monkey
bars. It requires you to let go of the rung that deines who you are
today and summon the strength and courage to reach forward to who
you want to be.”
– Tim Hebert
Retreat Facilitator
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INTENTIONAL LEADER
EXECUTIVE RETREAT

RETREAT OVERVIEW
Intentional leadership refers to clear, aligned, compassionate
leadership that is delivered against the backdrop of strong
core ideology. It’s responsive, not reactionary. It’s positive and
inclusive. It’s transformational, not transactional. It uplifts
others instead of keeping them down. It’s innovative, daring,
and inspirational. It’s leadership with the long game in mind.

The Intentional Leader Executive Retreat allows you to dive
into the depths of who you are with the purpose of excavating
the leader already inside you. We will walk through a
prescriptive four-step model to cultivating a leadership style
that is authentic, compelling and effective—and one that will
also leave a lasting legacy.

Is this the kind of leader you aspire to be?

Join us for an inside-out journey to tap into your genius and
leadership mastery.

Four-Step Intentional Leader Model

Self-Awareness
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Inner
Authority

Empowerment

Unbreakable
Connections
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Quick Details
Dates:
Time:

Venue:
Who:

2

Tuesday, Sept. 15, and Wednesday, Sept. 16
• Day 1, Sept. 15: Immersion, 12-5 pm; Dinner and Group Reﬂections, 6-8 pm
• Day 2, Sept. 16: Immersion, Commitment Ceremony, Graduation, 8 am-12 pm
Radisson Hotel Warwick, Rhode Island
8 executives who are committed to positive impact, lasting legacy and leadership mastery
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THE EXPERIENCE
On Day 1, you will meet the seven other scholars who are
investing on a similar journey toward leadership mastery.
Together, you will walk through experiential, reﬂective
exercises and learning exploration, while taking a
personalized inward journey to discover the Intentional
Leader within you. After a highly engaging afternoon session,
we will break for dinner and an evening of group reﬂection.
Day 2 begins the next morning by expanding upon the work
we completed the day prior. Our retreat will end mid-day with
a formal graduation and commitment ceremony.

During both days, YOU will guide the ﬂow of the program. We
will utilize a wide array of education techniques to grant you
control of your experience including: lecture, facilitated
conversations, deep discussion, workshop-based reﬂection,
experiential exercises, and much more.
After you graduate our time together will continue. Your
Cohort will receive an invitation to join a private community
group to continue to share, learn and connect with one
another. You will also be able to schedule two complimentary
check-in calls with your facilitator.
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Your Facilitator
Tim Hebert

Course Objectives
Deepen your sense of self and role as leader
Identify when you stand up and how you show up in
leadership moments
Cultivate a robust self-awareness practice to become
more present
Create your comprehensive leadership operating
system to establish more trust in yourself and others
Develop an understanding of your ego and the impact
it has on your ability to increase or decrease
empowerment
Apply immersive techniques to develop engaged
connections
Synthesize this experience to create your lasting
leadership legacy

Leading you through your journey will be facilitator Tim
Hebert, a national keynoter, workshop facilitator and
coach. A perennial entrepreneur, innovator and
adventurer, Tim sees the opportunity to affect change
everywhere and is passionate about helping others do the
same. A voracious author and seasoned speaker, he enjoys
exploring concepts related to intentional leadership,
business transformation and professional and personal
introspection.
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Syllabus

DAY

DAY

1
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Meet Your Challenge
As we kick-off, you will be introduced to our approach to
developing the authentic and Intentional Leader that already
exists within you. You will also select your personal Intentional
Leader Challenge.

Step 3: Enable Empowerment
When we strike that balance between our inner authority and
our outer relationships, we can empower ourselves and others
fully. We will explore how to develop a healthy ego that allows
us to create true empowerment.

Step 1: Strengthen Self-Awareness
In an always on, always connected world, it is challenging to
ﬁnd space to create the unguarded moment. We will guide
you through the process of not only creating the unguarded
moment, but also the tools required for positive, healthy
self-reﬂection. You will walk away knowing what makes you
unique and remarkable.

Step 4: Build Unbreakable Connections
If trust is the currency of intentional leadership, connection is
the lynchpin. It requires us to take all the inner work we’ve
been doing and put it to work in real time with the people
around us. We’ll demonstrate how to build connections
between yourself and your team, and how to cultivate
transformational, meaningful relationships with everyone in
your sphere.

Step 2: Establish Inner Authority
Your core ideology is essential to building the foundation of
trust—and trust is the currency of leadership. How we
communicate our core ideology—both personal and
organizational—impacts how we connect with the people
around us. During this lesson, we will focus on formalizing
your core ideology and identify how to use it to engage with
daily challenges that require our competence and character.

Graduation: Commit to New Strategies
Every moment is valuable, and we must treat it is such. We
will use our ﬁnal moments together to reﬂect on the growth
we have experienced. We will focus on the most important
commitments that we can make to move ourselves closer to
mastery. And then, we will celebrate our growth, lessons
learned, and successes with our graduation ceremony.

Reﬂections: Integrate Your Thoughts
Over dinner with your fellow leadership scholars, we will share
our aspirations, insights, takeaways, and challenges. Our goal
is to begin synthesizing and integrating our new thoughts
and beliefs with actions and behaviors.
timhebert.com | info@timhebert.com
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TUITION + SCHOLARSHIP

APPLY TODAY

The Intentional Leadership Executive Retreat tuition is
$1,500 per person. For our September cohort, Scholars can
take advantage of a one-time tution discount of $600.
Upon acceptance, full-tuition attendees must deposit 50%
within ﬁve business days, with the balance due prior to
arrival.

To apply for our September Cohort, please reach out to
info@timhebert.com to receive a copy of the application.
The application process is a combination of a written
process and interview call. Accepted Scholars will be
notiﬁed no later than August 25.

We are a socially-conscious enterprise committed to
socio-economic diversity. To that end, we offer limited
scholarships on a need-aware basis and are committed
to at least 25% of our attendees receiving some form of
scholarship. The scholarship request is included in the
workshop application form. We announce scholarships
within seven weeks of our workshops.
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